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BRIEF  COMMUNICATION

EARLY  HOLOCENE  FROGS  FROM  THE  TANTANOOLA  CAVE,  SOUTH  AUSTRALIA

Five extant species of frogs are represented in the
Quaternary record of the southeast of South Australia 1 _
constituting one of the best known component* t»r the
Australian Quaternary frog fauna 2 . Here we report a further
site and add one more species.

In 1982 a quantity of fossil vertebrates and invertebrates
was recovered from 3 pocket of sandy day fill at the entrance
to the Tantanoola Tourist Cave at Tantanoola, S.A. The
material was uncovered in the process of excavation oi' (he
floor of the entrance 16 permit wheelchair access. Included
in (he vertebrate material were 185 frog ilia. Here we report
the identity of the ilia and place them in the context of the
Australian Quaternary record.

of the species (Tig- 1). The size ranges of modern individuals
are 3!. 1-39.5 mm (males) and 32.0-47.2 mill (females) 1 ,
hence the fossil material clearly is comparable in size.

The faunal composition is almost identical to that
represented at Victoria Cave and Henschke's Quarry Cave near
Narocoorte,  S.A.'  Liioria  ewingi,  Limnodynasies
hismtmiensis, L. dumcrilit and Crinia signifrra arc common
to the three sites. A single Ococritua laew from Victoria Cave
is not represented at Tantanoola, whilst a single Neolnuraehus
pirtus at Tantanoola is not represented at the other sites, so
increasing ro six the number of tfljfl in the fossil record of
the southeast.

TABLE L 77ic frog ilia recovered ax lamatiuoh Cave*.

Species Total
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flium Length (mm)
Kg. 1 . Length t')f ilia of Umnodynaxtes ituwutiiem/s plotted

against snout to vent length. Assumed snout to venr length
of largest and smallest representatives of the fossil material
indicated by broken lines, t-value for slope 10.395, p<0\00i.
For x = 18,6, y = 41.1 1.95% confidence limits =
37.8-44.4). For x = 10.6, y f 27.9 (95% confidence limits
- 25.4-30.4). Of the 2] complete ilia in the sample \ =
13.6 mm r S.D. =- + 1.7. range 10.6-18.6 mm. median
13 4 mm.

It lias been suggested that the accumulation of so many frogs
in cave deposits does not reflect the use of caves as diurnal
or seasonal refuges, but rather is a consequence of (he
disgorgement of pellet* by owls which are predators of
frogs'.

The age of the material as deiermincd by C' dating of
charcoal is 9H60 + 190 years B.P. The analysis was
undertaken bv Beta Analytic Inc. (Beta reference 5<1010:
F.W.A. Area 2").

Five species were collected at Tantanoola. They, and the
quantities involved are listed in Table I, From the maximum
number of left or of right ilia in each sample it is apparent
that a minimum total of 100 individual specimens is included
The very large number of Umntidynastes ta$-mat\itw\i.s
Gunthcr recovered permits an accurate extrapolation ^i the
size of the individuals compared with modern representatives
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